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Abstracts

Core Views

Beijing will continue to implement positive structural reform measures such as deposit

rate liberalisation and local government fiscal reforms. That said, we believe that the

People's Bank of China will also continue to ease policy in order to support economic

growth, and that high debt levels are therefore unlikely to be addressed in the near-

term.

Xi Jinping has largely consolidated his leadership position, and we believe that he is

firmly in control of the Communist Party. This means that policy-making will remain

highly centralised and generally cohesive over the medium term. While there remain

divides on how to manage the economy, we continue to believe that the government will

opt for the middle road of structural reforms with moderate monetary and some fiscal

stimulus.

Major Forecast Changes

Following the PBoC's surprise interest rate cut to 5.60% in November 2014, we believe

that the central bank has tipped a significant shift in its monetary policy agenda. Past

precedent suggests that more cuts will follow, and we have downgraded our end-2015

interest rate forecast to 5.20% as a result.
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